For a “White Glove”,
Top-to-Bottom Clean,

Enhancing People’s Lives

Choose These Accessories from A & A Manufacturing
EcoSkim™—Imagine converting a mere 8–10 gallons of water from the pool pump
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into 50–70 gallons per minute of pure surface skimming power…all without any additional
increase in pump suction or energy costs. That’s exactly what EcoSkim’s venturi-powered
design delivers—twice the skimming of a traditional skimmer for an ultra-clean surface. Plus,
it’s the only skimmer with a patented anti-entrapment safety feature.

LeafVac™—The name will definitely fool you because LeafVac™ captures insects, twigs,
stones, hair pins, and of course, leaves and other debris before it reaches your pump basket. This
keeps your pump running at peak efficiency for longer. Its oversized basket extends time between filter cleanings. And when the clear, see-through basket fills with debris, its superior design
assures that water continuously flows to the pump…so it doesn’t run dry, extending service life.

AVSC™ and PDR2™ Main Drains—Whether you choose our large, 31"
unblockable AVSC™ Main Drain or our smaller 10" PDR2™ Main Drain, you’ll rest easy knowing
that you’ve installed the only VGB Compliant Safety Drains engineered for heavy debris
removal and certified by NSF International. What’s more, when you combine the use of our
main drains with EcoSkim and the QuikClean® Xtreme™ in-floor cleaning system, you will have
installed the most powerful tandem of top-to-bottom cleaning products available today.

Imagine Owning
an Eco-Friendly Swimming Pool
That Cleans Itself,
Uses Less Chemicals,

Virtually invisible cleaning and circulation with A&A’s QuikClean Xtreme

& Reduces Energy Costs…
L eaf Vac
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About A & A™ Manufacturing
When it comes to pool cleaning and safety products, A & A™ Manufacturing is a leading-edge
developer of innovative, time-saving products that deliver what pool professionals and pool owners
want most…a safe, meticulously clean pool that virtually takes care of itself. A & A has been doing so
since 1982. Their wide array of products range from in-floor cleaning systems, safety drains, skimmers,
in-wall cleaning jets, leaf canisters, water purification systems and more.
A & A manufactured products are a direct outgrowth of valued feedback from pool
professionals and pool owners, intensive field research (not in a testing laboratory but in
Enhancing People’s Lives
a backyard pool where the products are used and serviced) and experience gathered
from their own pool building “roots”. A & A Manufacturing is committed to Enhancing
A & A™ Manufacturing
People’s Lives by providing the very best, technologically advanced, eco-friendly
3750 W. Indian School Rd., Phoenix, AZ 85019
800-851-8492 • www.aamfg.com
products that deliver a pool experience second to none.

Introducing

Only ONE In-Floor Cleaning SyStem Delivers

23% More Power
and 33% Wider Coverage
Without Any Increase in Energy Costs
The revolutionary NEW QuikClean® Xtreme™ in-floor cleaning system is a pool owner’s dream come true.
It’s the easiest, most effective way to enjoy a meticulously clean swimming pool without hardly lifting a
finger. Not only does it clean more thoroughly and efficiently than other systems, it saves time and
money too. Here’s how:

QuikClean® Xtreme™

Good for Your Pool, Good for the Environment
and GREAT for Your Wallet
At the heart of every swimming pool is its circulation system. It’s the key to
maintaining a clean, healthy pool. Surprisingly, some builders are still con
structing swimming pools the old-fashioned way—by returning all the clean,
chemically treated water near the surface of the pool. This results in poor
chemical disbursement, ineffective sanitization and the loss of heated water
into the atmosphere.
Conventional System only circulates water
at the surface

QuikClean Xtreme consists of powerful, nearly invisible sets of cleaning heads
that are strategically placed throughout the floor of your pool. A & A’s system
command center directs water to the sets of pop-up cleaning heads. What
makes QuikClean so Xtreme is its unique, venturi-powered head design.
It generates 23% more flow than other in-floor systems, creating supercharged streams of water that channel dirt and debris to the main drain
and skimmer for fast removal…without any increase in pump power.

A&A Circulation System efficiently
re-circulates sanitized, heated water evenly
throughout the pool

Now that’s what we call eco-friendly cleaning.

• Creates a cleaner, healthier pool by
evenly circulating filtered water from
the pool floor
• Reduces chemical usage by introducing
filtered water at the pool bottom,
decreasing chemical dissipation from
the sun

QuikClean Xtreme does it right…
by returning the filtered water to
• Significantly reduces energy usage
the advanced cleaning heads
when combined with money-saving,
located on the pool floor. With its
technologically superior variable speed
exclusive, venturi-powered
pool pumps
design, circulation is optimized for
maximum sanitizing effectiveness. • Saves on heating costs by disbursing
Simultaneously, dirt and debris are heated water at the bottom of the pool,
swept to the main drain for instant for even warming
removal, assuring ultra-clean,
• Is the most powerful, most thorough,
energy-efficient performance.
and efficient in-floor cleaning system
In short, QuikClean Xtreme:
available today

With its unprecedented cleaning radius, QuikClean Xtreme delivers 33%
wider coverage than other outdated in-floor systems. This means fewer cleaning heads are required
throughout the pool—so you’ll pay less for a system that delivers more powerful, more thorough, and
faster cleaning. That’s more than just value, that’s Xtreme value.
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Standard cleaning head—Delivers
flow from the pool pump and exits
the cleaning head nozzle.
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QuikClean Xtreme cleaning head—
Delivers flow from the pool pump and
draws additional flow from exclusive
venturi design, resulting in 23% more
cleaning power.
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• Cleaning heads deliver 23% more powerful flow without
any increase in energy consumption, resulting in faster,
more thorough and more cost-efficient cleaning
• 33% wider cleaning radius—requires fewer heads for
lower initial system cost

• Evenly distributes filtered/heated water for more effective
cleaning and sanitizing—lowers chemical and heating costs
• QuikClean Xtreme easily retrofits to many existing in-floor
systems—owners of these competing brands can now enjoy
the same superior QuikClean Xtreme technology

